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QUESTION 1

There is an import workflow and an aggregates workflow. The aggregates need to be recalculated every time new data
is imported. 

Which should you use as the first activity of the aggregates workflow? 

A. A JavaScript activity that contains the OnReceiveEvent method. 

B. A Scheduler activity that runs every 5 minutes. 

C. A Signal activity that is called from a PostEvent method. 

D. A Jump that is called from another Jump. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Workflows are NOT executing anymore. Which module is the root cause for this problem? 

A. runwf 

B. mta 

C. watchdog 

D. wfserver 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.campaign.adobe.com/doc/archives/en/610/workflow-v6.1-en.pdf 

 

QUESTION 3

You create a new operator in Adobe Campaign. You decide the operator will NOT need access to the system via the
rich client console. 

Which statement is true when rich client access is forbidden? 

A. The operator cannot login via the rich client but has web access and is authorized to make API requests 

B. The operator can only access the system through SSH 

C. The operator cannot login via the rich client or make API requests but will have web access 

D. The operator cannot login via the rich client and has to access all functionality through a web interface 

Correct Answer: D 
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Reference: https://docs.campaign.adobe.com/doc/AC6.1/en/INS_Overview_General_architecture.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A new schema is defined. This error appears when the schema is saved. What is the reason for this error? 

A. The location element is incorrect. 

B. The compute-string is incorrect. 

C. The type of the zip code attribute is incorrect. 
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D. The prospect does not have a zip code. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to add the following new columns to the output of a direct mail file extract: 

- 

Firstparturl is already declared in a JavaScrips activity which will be executed before the targeting query: 

vars.firstparturl = `http://www.amazingcompany.com/u=\\'; 

The additional column for recipient called John Doe should look like this: http://www.amazingcompany.com/u=John-
Doe 

How would you have created the expression in the query activity (Additional columns window) in order to meet the
above mentioned requirement? 

A. `vars.firstparturl\\'+vars.firstName+\\'-`+vars.lastName 

B. $(vars/@firstparturl)+@firstName+\\'-`+@lastName 

C. $(vars.firstparturl)+firstName+\\'-`+lastName 

D. `vars.firstparturl\\'+$(vars/@firstName)+\\'-`+$(vars/@lastName) 

Correct Answer: D 
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